Hardware
AFIX Verifier systems include the
following or equivalent hardware:

Dell Precision Workstation
(with Keyboard and Mouse)

LCD Monitor with Speakers
FBI-approved Flatbed Scanner
Digital mug shot camera
Digital single-finger capture
device
APC Battery Backup (UPS)

Identity Verified
in Seconds with
State-of-the-Art
Fingerprint
Matching Accuracy

Fingerprint-based 1:1 Identity Verification System
We don’t have to tell you that releasing the wrong prisoner is a serious mistake!

With AFIX Verifier, your officers can confirm identity
by fingerprint in a matter of seconds –
you’ll know who you’re releasing before you put the wrong prisoner on the street and give the
media a field day. Simply place any one of the prisoner’s fingers on the single-digit live-scan reader
and in seconds you have their mug shot and personal data in front of you on the screen.

The easy-to-use interface helps ensure your time is spent verifying
identity, not learning how to use the software.
Affordable and Upgradeable
n

Low cost makes biometric verification affordable even for smaller jails.

n

Can be configured to fit any size correctional facility; Multiple workstations network for larger installations.

n

Inexpensive enough to have AFIX Verifier running at every entrance/exit or other areas for additional applications.

Compatibility
n

100% compatible with AFIX Tracker. AFIX Verifier’s fingerprint database can be shared with AFIX Tracker for
criminal investigation.

n

Arrest records may be entered by linking to most live scan systems by using the digital single finger capture
device or by scanning inked cards.

Ease of Use
AFIX Verifier provides a simple enrollment capability in a
single easy to use Enrollment screen. The demographic information to be captured may be customized by the user. From
1 to 10 record prints and an unlimited number of photos may
also be captured from this screen, employing the included
digital camera and single-finger digital capture device.

n

A simple interface with relatively no learning curve.

n

Use any finger on either hand to verify identity (if all ten fingerprints were recorded at enrollment).

Accurate AFIS Quality Matching Algorithms
n

Superior technology, based on AFIX Tracker, the PC based AFIS/APIS which has won acclaim from Certified Latent
Print Examiners and the top experts in the field of fingerprint and palmprint identification.

Many applications other than inmate release verification are possible.
AFIX Verifier works on Windows PCs, but can also be used on a laptop for a
mobile identity verification system.
AFIX Verifier provides instant verification of the identity
of a subject through biometric comparison of any of the
fingerprints contained in their known record set. Although
Verifier employs the same robust biometric comparison
algorithms used in AFIX Tracker and other advanced AFIX
forensic programs, it is designed for use even by those with
little or no fingerprint comparison knowledge. AFIX Verifier’s verification screen provides a visual representation of
the matching fingerprint pattern, but also provides strong
visual confirmation of a matching print through the display
of the subject’s mug shot and a simple green/red, Verified/
Not Verified indicator.
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